A hybrid implementation of an evolutionary metahueristic scheme with local optimization has been applied to a constrained problem of routing and scheduling a team of robotic agents to perform a resource distribution task in a possibly dynamic environment. In this paper a central planner is responsible for planning routes and schedules for the entire team of cooperating robots. The potential computational complexity of such a centralized solution is addressed by an innovative genetic approach that transforms the task of multiple route design into a special manifestation of the traveling salesperson problem. The key advantage of this approach is that globally optimal or near optimal solutions can be produced in a timeframe amenable for real-time implementation. The algorithm was tested on a set of standard problems with encouraging results.
Introduction
In the era of digital technology, the demand for technological solutions to increasingly complex problems is climbing rapidly. With this increase in demand, the tasks which robots are required to execute also rapidly grow in variety and complexity. A single robot is no longer the best solution for many of these new application domains; instead, teams of robots are required to coordinate intelligently for successful task execution. For example, a single robot is not an efficient solution to automated construction [1] , urban search and rescue, assembly-line automation [2] , mapping and investigation of unknown and hazardous environments [3] , and many other similar tasks.
In this work the problem of resource distribution to a set of distributed goal points by a team of agents is addressed. The formulation is called the Multi-Source MultiRobot Scheduling (MSMRS) problem. In the MSMRS problem a number of robotic vehicles are available to service a set of goal points with certain demands for a specific type of resource stored at a number of depots or source points in the environment. The capacitated multi-source multi-robot scheduling problem (MSMRS) is an extension to the traditional vehicle routing problem (VRP) in the sense that it in-corporates additional features and constraints, e.g., multiple depots or resource distribution points for serving the demands at the distributed goal points. The vehicles can use the nearest or optimally located depot for reloading in case the need arises while serving the assigned customers or goal points. The problem has an apparent analogy to the VRP. The difficulty in finding a solution lies in the added complexity and generality of the MSMRS problem. The VRP has itself been proven to be NP complete in [4] and hence cannot be solved to optimality in polynomial time. Optimal solutions for small instances of the VRP have been reported in the literature using exact methods like branch and bound, branch and cut, column generation and dynamic programming techniques [5] .
Problem Formulation
In the capacitated MSMRS problem a number of possibly heterogeneous robotic vehicles with capacity c i are available to service a set of goal points. Each goal point has a demand for a specific type of resource stored at different depots or source points in the environment. The objective is to minimize a measure of time and/or distance required to distribute the desired resources to the goal points using optimum number of vehicles. We have treated the MSMRS problem as a form of multiple traveling salesperson problem (MTSP), and the core component of our algorithm is the transformation of this MTSP into a single Traveling salesperson representation that can be solved efficiently.
Multi-vehicle Resource Distribution with One Source/Depot
We define a multiple robot-scheduling (MRS) problem without capacity constraints as one in which n goal points have to be visited by m robotic vehicles, represented by ) ,.... , , (
, after first going to one source or depot point s. This means the n goal points can be divided into at most m groups to be assigned to the m available vehicles. If the n goal points are represented by an n element permutation vector, we have to use at most m-1 delimiters or markers to indicate the separate subgroups of goal points assigned to different vehicles. These delimiters will also be referred to as virtual sources or as copies of the source point in the rest of this paper. One such delimiter is implicitly assumed to be present at the start and end of the permutation array. To represent the delimiters, we append m-1 elements to the original n element array to make it an array of length n+m-1. These delimiters can have any random distribution within the permutation vector. If two or more of them appear adjacent in the array, it means that only one of the whole group of vehicles represented by the adjacent delimiter points will be used to serve the following group of goal points, and the number of subgroups will be less than m. The tour or group assigned to the vehicles contains all the following points until a new delimiter or a group of delimiters is encountered. Hence, in case of any adjacent delimiters appearing within the array, m q < vehicles will serve the n goal points. We call the sequence of goal points assigned to a robotic vehicle a subtour. The different arrangements of the delimiters within a solution array have different associated costs, and the algorithm looks for improvement in this cost. Since the m-1 additional elements of the array are only hypothetical markers, we can treat the whole solution array as a graph ) , ( V N G , where N=n+m-1 is the set of nodes (goal points and additional virtual points appearing as markers and representing vehicles serving their individual tours), and V is the set of arcs connecting these goal points. The task is to construct a Hamiltonian cycle, as in the case of the single TSP, that starts and ends at the source implicitly represented by an invisible delimiter and is assumed to be assigned to vehicle 0 R . The rest of the q subtours are assigned to vehicles (1) and the cost for each sub-tour i = 1,2, …, q can be calculated as:
Where s is the source, d(i) is the initial distance of robot i from the source s, and dist(a,b) is the distance measure between points a and b. The overall cost C can be calculated as follows, where the objective is to minimize the total distance traveled or the total time for the trips for all the vehicles:
where q m, and a is a scaling factor whose value determines whether more weight is given to the use of less or more vehicles to do the entire tour. The overall objective is to minimize C, subject to the constraint that no goal point can be visited more than once. This constraint is enforced in the permutation array, where each goal point can be assigned to only one vehicle and can never be visited more than once. In the more complex capacitated multiple source multiple vehicle scenario, we have additional constraints such as capacities and demands.
Multi-vehicle Capacitated Resource Distribution with Multiple Sources
To maintain its advantageous computational properties, the solution representation for the multi-source, multi-vehicle, capacitated resource distribution problem is kept identical to the one for the single-source, un-capacitated problem described in Section 2.1. Hence the effect of multiple depots (S(1),S(2),….S(s)), vehicle capacities, and goal point demands are all accounted for by a revised cost function. The revised cost function calculates the individual subtour costs, accounts for the reload trips required by the individual vehicles, and checks the availability of the resources at each source/depot prior to the vehicle's trip to the source. These trips become necessary when, in the middle of an assigned subtour, a vehicle runs out of resources and has to visit a source point (depot) for reload. If within a subtour the reload trip happens between the edges g(k) and g(k+1) and the optimum source point for the reload is S(m) then the distance for the edge g(k) and
) in the cost function. This adjustment is in turn done for all the reloading trips in the all the subtours assigned to different vehicles.
We have adopted a common-sense strategy for the selection of the resource to which the vehicle must travel for reload: choose the resource that minimizes the cost of vehicles trip to the next goal point. While such strategy does not, in general, guarantee an optimal overall solution for an assigned tour to a vehicle (for example, a reordering of the cities to be visited by a vehicle may result in a lower overall cost for that tour), the computational burden of seeking an optimal reloading strategy convinced us to adopt the above-mentioned heuristic to preserve the real-time plausibility of the proposed algorithm. An alternate heuristic based reload optimization strategy was also developed to seek local improvement through adjustment of reload points and is discussed in some detail in section 3.4.
The data structure for tour representation is still the n + m -1 length permutation array and the reload trips are not explicitly represented in the candidate solutions.
The Evolutionary Algorithm: Genetic Structure
A permutation of integer values, representing the labels of n goal points to be visited, has been used along with m-1 points treated as delimiters (virtual sources) to divide the array into at most m sub tours. The use of a vehicle at the start of the permutation is implicitly assumed. This makes the total length of each permutation array to be 1 − + m n as shown in figure 1. 1 2 3 . . .. .. n = 8 n + 1 n + 2 … .. n + m -1
Fig. 1. Representation of a Tour plan for 8 Goals and m robots
The m-1 extra points representing virtual sources are used as markers (delimiters) that can divide the n goal points into at most m tours. All the virtual source points are represented by an integer of some value greater than n. So, every time this integer appears in the permutation, the sequence of goal points following this number up to the next virtual source point is a tour associated with one robot. If two or more of the virtual sources happen to appear side by side or if one appears at the beginning or the end of the permutation then the arrangement represents the use of only one of the agents, and the rest of the robots represented by the adjacent virtual sources will not be used. Figure 2 shows a sample chromosome with eight goal points and five robots. Here only one of the two robots represented by virtual sources at positions 7 and 8 will be used. Hence, one robot at the beginning of the tour has to go to goal points 2, 1 and 3, the second robot goes to 4 and 6, the third robot goes to 5 and 8, while the fourth robot at position 11 goes to only point 7. All the robots can be made to go back to the source point where they started the tour and the cost function will account for the cost of this additional journey. Therefore, four robots, out of a total of five, will be used to accomplish the combined task. Each subtour will be assigned a robot for which the distance to the first goal point in the tour, accounting for the necessary trip to a resource closest to the robot, is the smallest. Note that different arrangements of these virtual sources within the candidate solution, and hence different numbers of sub-tours, are possible. The fitness value of the chromosome will of course vary with each arrangement. Thus, by preserving a permutation representation for the multi-vehicle multi-source capacitated distribution problem, we can also determine the optimal number of vehicles needed.
Recombination and Mutation Operators
The representation allows for the use of the standard genetic operators applied to the TSP-like sequencing problems based on the permutation representation of the candidate solutions. The crossover operators include partially mapped crossover (PMX) [6] , cycle crossover and modified cycle crossover (CX) [7] , and the edge recombination crossover (ER) [8] and many others. Different versions of these operators can be found in the literature and all have been coded and used in different combinations with other genetic operators to assess their impact on the quality of the off-spring produced.
The edge recombination operator has proved to work best on the problems where the edge information is of critical importance and not the position of the goal points, e.g., for all variants of the TSP problems and this conclusion proved true during the test performed for the MSMRS evolutionary algorithm.
The swap mutation operator has been used with a low probability in this work. In this procedure, two goal points or nodes are randomly picked from the parent and the positions are swapped. This operation is meant to introduce diversity in the population to prevent premature convergence. This is a "steady state" Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), where the population changes incrementally, one by one, rather than with the replacement of the entire generation. In each iteration, one new child is produced by breeding and replaces the worst population member. The replacement scheme allows new individuals to be inserted into the population only if they differ from existing best by a certain percentage there by preserving the diversity in the population.
2-Opt Edge Exchange Local Improvement Heuristic
To speed up the convergence of the algorithm to good solutions, a local improvement heuristic has also been tested in the algorithm run to yield a hybridized version of the EA. The hybrid EA incorporates the local search techniques at various stages of the genetic process. The k-Opt like procedure [9] is used to locally optimize the sub-tours assigned to each robotic vehicle by eliminating the crossing edges. The k-Opt ex-change process basically comprises deletion of k edges in the tour and their replacement by k new edges. If the change results in tour cost improvement, then the modified tour is kept, otherwise it is discarded. Either the whole random population generated initially (preprocessing) or the offspring, produced after the recombination and mutation operations (post processing), can be improved. The implications of applying the heuristic at different stages are discussed in Section 4.
Back Stepping Heuristic for Improved Reload Point Assignment
One very important aspect affecting the cost of distribution resources is the cost of making reload trips during the execution of the tour plans. The reload trips have to be planned in such a way that they add minimum possible cost to the overall tour. A local optimization process was developed with the intention of making minor adjustments to the reload points along vehicle subtours to obtain an improvement in overall tour costs. The process is referred to as Reload Back Stepping (RBS). To begin with, all the subtours, assigned to different vehicles, within the complete tour are extracted. The reload points, based on the full exhaustion of vehicle capacity as discussed earlier for the cost evaluation process, are then sorted out. The parts of the subtour separated by the reload operation will be referred to as sub-subtours here. In almost all the cases, the vehicles have unused capacity based on this kind of reload scheme, i.e., the points serviced after the last reload trip of the vehicle (referred to as "tail" here) do not use all of the vehicle capacity. This unused capacity provides an opportunity for adding more goal points to the tail, i.e., the points that were a part of the sub-subtour before the last reload can now be added to the tail. More options are hence available to shift (back step) the last reload point in the actual subtour to a point that minimizes the reload trip cost. This minimization is possible because of the flexibility in the choice of the reload points instead of having to make the trip at a fixed prescribed point as in previous case. The available new choices for the reload point are then evaluated by calculating the cost of a reload trip to the closest source point in each case, and the position with the best result is picked. The last reload point is then shifted back if needed, hence adding new points to the tail if the shift is profitable. The points after this new last reload point are curtailed from the subtour vector and stored in a separate array called the newtour array. The whole process is repeated for the reduced tour and eventually the newtour array becomes the new possibly improved subtour. The adjustment is propagated back toward the beginning of the subtour, where the tail is always the sequence of points after the last reload point that has not been considered for readjustment. This procedure is done to the subtours assigned to all the vehicles, and new subtours for each are then put back together to obtain a new overall tour with possibly lower cost. Figure 3 presents the example single source scenario with Figure 4 presenting one with multiple sources. Here 9 point each with demand one have to be serviced by a robotic vehicle with capacity 6.
The reload trips based on initial scheme are shown with solid lines and the new improved reload point assignments are represented by dotted lines. The back stepping moves yield a decrease in cost associated to the reload trip and hence to the tour assigned to the vehicle. 
Discussion of the Results
The datasets that we have used for testing and comparison include the three datasets by Augerat [10] and one by Eilon [11] . All these datasets have been used extensively and best solutions have been reported. The datasets include problems of varying dimensions. The coordinates of goal points and the respective demands have been provided as well as the coordinates of the single source point or the depot. To make comparison to the available results in the literature possible, we have reduced the number of sources to one, and assumed that all the vehicles are stationed at that one source point. This effectively means that one vehicle is making the entire tour and that the subtours indicated by the reload trips can be treated as independent trips by different vehicles in order to make the comparison to the VRP benchmark problems feasible. This can be done without loss of generality since the algorithm is flexible in the number and location of source points and the vehicle starting positions. Several exploratory runs were made to find effective values for the population size and operator probabilities. The final parameters chosen are a population size of 100 for the small sized problems, 150 for the eighty goal point problem, and 250 for the two larger ones. This choice of population size depicts the values that performed best during rigorous testing. Bigger initial population size is required for the bigger problems due to the requirement of the representation of more diverse regions of the search space in the initial candidate solution pool. Recombination probability was set to 1 and the mutation process has a low probability of 0.001. The algorithm was allowed to run for more than 10000 iterations for all the sample problems tested. The results obtained for the seven test problems have been tabulated in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1 , the results obtained with the pure EA with no local improvement for the 32, 33, 44, 64 goal points show near optimal outputs whereas, for larger problems, the algorithm was not able to find good solutions within the 12000 iterations and needs more run-time to converge. The same problems were tested with a 2-Opt like local improvement heuristic, described above, applied to seed the initial population with some quality solutions. 30% of the candidates in the initial population were pre-improved using the 2-Opt exchange process. All of the initial population could be pre-optimized, but this was not done in the interest of maintaining diversity in the genetic information processed by the genetic operators. Local improvement resulted in better solutions for all the problem instances and reduced the convergence time for the algorithm (columns 7 and 8). seen from the table that some improvement was achieved through the reassignment of reload points for the 44 and 100 goal point problems. The reason for improvement in only these two cases is that either enough extra capacity in the tail part of the solutions was not available for the other problems or they were already close to optimal and the initial assignment of reload points was good enough so that the RBS procedure could not make any significant improvements.
The relationship between problem size and the time to reach the solution, for the problem instances tested, has somewhere between a linear and quadratic rate of increase. The time to reach the best solution is measured on a 600 MHz Intel Pentium III based computer with 512 megabytes of physical memory and MS Windows 2000 operating system.
A sample route plot for the 64-city capacitated benchmark problem by Augerat is provided in figure 5 . It can be seen that all the robot tours are locally optimal and the overall result is within 1.5% of the global optimum reported in the literature (Table 1 Since our literature search did not produce any benchmark resource distribution/vehicle routing problem with multiple resources and capacitated vehicles, we created some hypothetical problem instances to test the utility of our proposed algorithm. Sample results for a very simple and a relatively complex problem are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6(a) shows the route distribution for a problem with nine goal points, each having a demand of 1, two robots with capacity three, and two sources. Figure 6(b) shows the route distribution of a ninety-six goal point problem with four source points and five available vehicles each having a capacity of 195. The simple problem yielded optimal solution where as the ninety-six point problem yielded a good feasible solution, as can be seen from Figure 6 (b). The exact route distributions for the sub-tours depicted in Figure 6 (b) are shown in Table 3 . Column 2 shows the breakdown of the assigned tours for each vehicle into sub-subtours depicting the number of reloads that particular vehicle has to make to one of the source points. The EA hybridized with both the 2-Opt and RBS reload local optimization schemes was also applied to the multiple source point problems to study the effect of any adjustment of reload points for individual vehicle subtours. The effect of the reload back stepping local improvement to the simple 9-point example of figure 6(a) is shown in Figure 7 . In this case, the RBS applied to the original tour with a cost of 204.63 reduced the cost to 196.34 after adjustment.
The effect of application of The RBS process to the example of Figure 6 (b) is tabulated in Table 4 . It can be seen from that the original overall tour cost of 3296 was reduced to 3228 due the back stepping adjustment of reload points in subtours for the vehicles two and three. No improvement in other subtours was obtained due to the unavailability of flexibility in the tail part of those subtours. Moreover, the change due to the application of the RBS heuristic is not very significant because of the close proximity of the source points to the vehicle subtour clusters. It can be much more significant if the source points are located farther from the subtours assigned to respective vehicles (a) (b) Fig. 7 . Effect of the application of RBS heuristic to 9 goal point multiple source problem: (a)After improvement, (b) original assignment 
Conclusions and Future Work
A permutation based steady state GA and a modified version of this algorithm with local improvements have been used to efficiently solve a Multi-robot Multi-Source, Capacitated Resource Distribution problem. A novel formulation of the problem is used to translate the original problem into a variant of the well known TSP problem for which efficient GA-based solver is developed.. The results verify the utility of the approach for routing different sized robot teams for a resource delivery application. The algorithm has been tested in a static environment.
